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Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. 
If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call Kimball Office Customer Care. 

2337597, Revision - 

Assembly Instructions 

Flat Profile Vertical Storage 

Drawer removal and Anti-Tip 

Mechanism 

Tools Required 

 None 

1. Beginning with both drawers pushed in, fully extend top 

drawer. 

2. Pull wire eye clip out of the back of the drawer, and slide 

cord off of the clip. Feed cord out the back of the drawer, 

leaving the cord attached to the inside of the cabinet. 

(Figure A) 

3. Repeat for bottom drawer. 

4. Each drawer slide has a lever: one is depressed, the other is 

lifted. Simultaneously while lifting and depressing the 

levers, hold the drawer level and pull drawer towards you. 

(Figure B) 

5. Set drawer aside and slide drawer channels back into case, 

making note of which location drawers are being removed 

from. 

6. To reinstall drawers, beginning with the top drawer, care-

fully align and engage drawer slide members with cabinet 

members, but do not push drawer fully back into case. 

NOTE: Be sure first drawer being installed was originally 

the top drawer. 

7. Retrieve cord and feed back through hole in the top drawer 

back. Slide loop of cord back onto clip, and snap clip back 

into the hole in the drawer back. 

8. Fully push top drawer closed. 

9. Prior to installing bottom drawer, pull slack out of cord 

and allow cord to lay on floor as close as possible to the 

front of the case. 

10. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for bottom drawer. 

11. Verify that both drawers cannot be fully opened at the 

same time.         

NOTE: Drawers can be partially opened at the same time 

during normal operation of anti-tip mechanism. 
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